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What can you do 
as a parent?
As parents you can help your child develop
a growth mindset so they embrace challenges,
learn from mistakes and enjoy learning.

Top tips…

 Think how your mindset might influence the way 
you interact with your child

 Make sure you praise effort and not just the result

 Give feedback that helps your child understand 
how to fix mistakes

 Help your child to set goals to expand their 
knowledge

 Encourage effort and not giving up

 Use the word yet… you’ve not figured out how to 
solve the maths problem…yet!

Growth Mindset - 
guide for parents

 The hallmark of successful individuals is that 
they love learning, they seek challenges, they value 
effort, and 
they persist 
in the face of 
obstacles. 
Carol Dweck 2000



What is meant by mindset?

The definition: A set of beliefs that affects 
how you think, feel and behave.

The research and evidence produced by 
Professor Carol Dweck of  Stanford University 
provides undeniable proof  that the key is not about 
ability, but people’s beliefs about their ability. She 
identifies two mindsets: 

 Fixed Mindset - you believe that your ability is set 
in stone and where you are now will likely predict 
where you are in the future.

 Growth Mindset - you believe your ability can 
change and grow and it would be impossible to 
predict what you or someone else could achieve.

Professor Dweck has shown that these beliefs affect 
people’s behaviours, performance, motivation and 
whether they achieve their best. 

They believe intelligence can be developed and think…

A GROWTH MINDSET

“I can’t do it, yet”

“If I make a mistake I can learn from it”

“If I keep trying, I’ll get better”

They believe intelligence is fixed and think…

A FIXED MINDSET

“I’ll never be able to do it”

“If I make a mistake I’ll look stupid”

“What’s the point of trying?”

Growth Mindset - 
guide for parents
Every parent wants their child to be happy, healthy 
and achieve success in life. There is no manual 
giving you all the answers on how this can be done 
however, you can help your child by encouraging a 
growth mindset approach.

This leads to;

 Higher levels of  motivation

 Increased resilience

 Increased ambition

The secret to achieving growth mindset is to learn 
more about how our brains work, understand the 
process and language of  learning and 
build a culture based 
on the belief  
that achieving 
success is 
possible. The 
diagram shows 
the three key 
principles of  
developing 
growth mindset.

Growth mindset is the belief  that qualities can 
change and that we can develop our intelligence 
and abilities. 

Research has shown that developing a growth 
mindset leads children to become more successful 
learners as they;

 Take on challenges

 Work harder and more effectively

 Persevere in the face of  struggle

 If I have the belief that I can do it, I shall surely 
acquire the capacity to do it even if I may not have it 
at the beginning. 
Mahatma Ghandhi


